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a acceleration of helicopter c.g. in reference frame N
N_E*
a acceleratlon of load c.g. in reference frame N
a longitudinal distance between helicopter cable attachment point and
helicopter c.g.
Q
a' longitudinal distance between load cable attachment point and load c.g.
B helicopter (rigid body)
B* helicopter cog.
Bx,By,B z, helicopter body reference frame moments and products of inertia
Bxy'Bxz'By z
C rear cable (rigid link)
ci,c2,c a mutually orthogonal unit vectors fixed in C
_'c2_''_'a mutually orthogonal unit vectors fixed in an intermediate reference
frame between B and C
E slung load (rigid body)
E* c.g. of slung load
EI,E2,E3,E13 load body reference frame moments and product of inertia
el,e2,e 3 mutually orthogonal uni_ vectors fixed in E
e_,e2,e 3, mutually orthogonal unit vectors fixed in an intermediate reference
_,,_,, _,, frame
else2,e 3
F forward cable (rigid llnk)
_B external force applied to helicopter
. _E external force applied to load
Fs generalized active force for system
• F* generalized inertial force for systems
FB generalized active force for helicopterS
*B
Fs generalized inertial force for helicopter
FE generallzed active force for loadS
iii
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F*E generalized inertial force for loads
g acceleration of gravity
h distance along e a between load e.g. and e 1 axis
_,J,_ mutually orthogonal unit vectors fixed in B
_B_E inertial dyadic for helicopter and load, respectively
I.B,L E aerodynalaic rollinh moments applied to helicopter and load, respectively
rear cable length
_' forward cable length
M helicopter mass
MB,ME aerodynamic pitching moments applied to helicopter and load, respectively
m slung load mass
N inertial reference frame (fixed at Earth's surface)
NB,N E aerodynamic yawing moments applied to helicopter _nd load, respectively
_i,_2,_3 mutually orthogonal unit vectors fixed in N
P,PI rear cable attachment points to helicopter and load, respectively
p,q,r angular velocities abou_ helicopter body axes (roll, pitch, and yaw
rates)
Q'QI forward cable attachment points to helicopter and load, respectively
R distance along k axis between helicopter c.g. and helicopter load
attachment points
R*B inertial force for helicopter
R*E inertial force for load
s index variable for generalized speeds
_B external torque applied to helicopter
_E external torque applied to load
_,B inertial torque for helicopter
_,E inertlal torque for load
u,v,w translational velocities along helicopter body axes
iv
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N_B*
v translational velocity of helicopter c.g. in reference frame N
N-_Em




XB,X E longltudlnaf aerodynamic force of helicopter aud load, respectively
YB,YE lateral aerodynamic force of helicopter and load, respectlvely
ZB,Z E normal aerodynamic force of helicopter and load, respectively
• _E load angle of attack
N_B
helicopter angular acceleration in reference frame N
Øt€ loadangularacceleratlon in reference frame N
BE load sideslip angle
6 load angular displacement about eI axis
total load angular displacement about _ axis = (o + 8E)
n rear cable longitudinal sway angle
8 helicopter pitch attitude
8E incidence of load relative to helicopter
load angular displacement about _ axis
rear cable lateral sway angle




helicopter angular velocity in reference frame N
. B+C
rear cable angular velocity in reference frame B
B  (load angular velocity in reference frame B
N-_E




A LAGRANGE-DtALEMBERT FORMULATION OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION OF A
HELICOPTER CARRYING AN EXTERNALLY SUSPENDED LOAD
Jeanine M. Weber* and Richard K. Oreif
Ames Research Center
ABSTRACT
The exact nonlinear equations of motion are derived for a helicopter with an
• external load suspended by fore and aft, rigid-link cables. Lagrange's form of
D'Alembert's principle is used. Ten degrees of freedom are necessary to represent the
motion of this system in an inertial reference frame: six for the helicopter relative
to inertial space and four for the load relative to the helicopter.
q
INTRODUCTION i
Civilian and military use of helicopters to carry externally suspended loads has
resulted in dynamic instabilities being encountered at certain flight conditions. I
Previous research aimed at alleviating these instabilities has led to the development I
of cable angle feedback control techniques (refs. 1-3) and hydraulically powered 4
mechanization of the suspension cable to fuselage attachments (ref. 4). Because of
the mathematical complexity of the system, the kinematic models used therein have
been developed either with the motion of the load relative to the helicopter linear-
ized about a fixed operating point or with assumptions incorporated to simplify the
relative load motion in one or more axes.
It is desirable to examine the quality and validity of these simplifications and
also to provide a reference from which additional simplified models may be developed
for the purpose of further control law design and real-tlme piloted simulation. This _
report documents the derivation of this reference: a mathematical model of the heli-
copter and slung load with as much fidelity to the physical system as possible.
Specifically, the model consists of the ten-degree-of-freedom nonlinear equations of
motion for a typical two-cable slung loac developed using Lagrange's form of
D'Alembertts principle (ref. 5). All six rlgid-body degrees of freedom (three trans-
lational and three rotational) have been allowed for the helicopter. The load is
suspended from the fuselage by two cables. Four rotational degrees of freedom rela-
tive to the helicopter are allowed for the suspenslon/load system, considered in the
, analysis to be a nonholonomlc system. The derivation is exact except for the assump-
tion that the cables are massless, rigid links.
The balance of this report is organized as follows: the main text contains a0
model description, a definition of applied forces and moments, a discussion of basic
assumptions, the method of analysis, and finally the actual formulatlon of the equa-
tions of motion. Several appendixes contain the appropriate details of each step of
the analysis and the formulation.
*Currently employed at Electromagnetic Systems Laboratories, Sunnyvale, Calif.
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MODEL DESCRIPTION
Figure I illustrates the system to be modeled mathematically. Comprised of a
helicopter B, load E, and suspension cables C and F, the system moves in an iner-
tial (Earth-fixed) reference frame N, in which the orthogonal set of unit vectors,
nI, n2, and na, are fixed.
Helicopter B is a rigid body of mass M, in which orthogonal unit vectors _,
7, and k are fixed. The orientation of reference frame B relative to N may be
given in terms of the conventional Euler angles of flight mechanics: successive
rotations through angles _, _, and _ (appendix A) The center of mass of B is B*• p
ac which central inertia quantities Bx, By, Bz, Bxy, Bxz, and By z are defined. The
reference frame B has six degrees of freedom relative to N. .Eg_ations (1) and (2)
express N_B, the angular velocity of B relative to N, and _B" the translational
velocity of B* in N.
. ut +v3". (2)
where the scalars are the helicopter body axis velocity components typically used in
fligh*, mechanics analysis.
Figure 2 shows a more detailed geometrical representation of the system at rest.
The incidence of the load relative to the helicopter is eE, and is defined as the
angle between _i and _ in the _-_ plane. Since it is fixed when the load is
attached, it has been considered constant in this derlvat]on. Constant lengths a,
a', £, £' , and R are defined as shown. PI, P, QI, and Q locate cable attachment
points.
Four degrees of freedom are necessary to describe the motion of the suspension/
load system (Ct F, and E) relative to B. The method of defining these angular rela-
tionships (discussed in re_. 6) is particularly efficient and has been used here.
Reference frame C, in which ci, c2, and c3 are fi_ed, is oriented relative to B
with two successive rotations: n and _, as shown in flg_re 3 and described in
detail in appendix A. The reference frame C moves with two degrees of freedom
relative to B such that the angular velocity of C relative to B may be defined
in equation (3):
B_C
Load E, consisting of a massless spreader bar and cargo, has mass center E*.
It is a rigid body in which el, e_, and e 3 are fixed. It has mass m and central
inertia properties El, E2, Es, and El3 (E12 and E2_ have been assumed negligible by
symmetry). The orientation of E relative to B (fig. 4) results from three succes-
sive rotations through angles _, v, and 6 and is described in detail in appendix A.
The angle, _, has been defined to represent the absolute angular displacement
about _:





Load E moves relatlve to B as in equation (5):
B-+E
whe re
Altho.gh the motion of E "relative to B may be expressed in term of three
• angular rates, only two are independent. From geometry (ref. 6) a nonholonomic con-
straint may be found for _ such that;
n _(_I, _1_ 1_,_,O) (7)
APPLIED FORCES AND MOMENTS
'I
External inputs to the helicopter/slung load system consist of aerodynamic and
gravitational forces acting at the mass center of each body, together with aerodynamic
moments.
I
Using conventional flight mechanics notation, _B and _B the forces and moments
applied to B are: i
'i
t
Using equation (A4) to resolve _g into the helicopter body reference frame, equa-
tion (8) becomes:
-_B= (X- Mgsin ell + (Y+ Mgcos e sin ,1_ + (Z+ Mgcos e cos ,1_ (I01
Applied to E, the forces and moments are:
+YEL+ + (11)
_E = Lj I + ME_2 + NE_, (12)
Using equation (A4), _E may be resolved into the helicopter body reference
frame:
• _E = {cv%XE + (s_s_ - %%s)Y E + (c6s_ + c_s6s )ZE - semg}_ + {sX E + c6CYE
- s6%Z E + Ce%mg)_ + {-cus_X E + (s_css + s6%)Y E + (-s_s_s + c6c_)Z E
+ cscbmg}_ (Footnote a) (13)




Wind-tunnel data for load forces and moments are often given as a function of
the angle of attack and sideslip angles of the load itself: a E and BE. In the Formu-
Iatlon o¢ Equations of Motion section of this report, these angles have been calcu-




Several kinematic and geometric assumptions have been made in the problem state-
ment. To summarize, they are:
I. The rotation of the Eartb may be neglected, thus making an Earth-flxed
reference frame the inertial frame.
2. Suspension cables C and F are massless and rigid.
3. The cables Joining the spreader bar and the load are rigidly attached, each
to the spreader bar and to the load.
4. Load products of inertia Et2 and F_a are zero (e_ _3 defines a plane
of symmetry).
5. Load suspension attachment points are equidistant from B* along x, and
equidistant from E* along _I"
METHOD OF ANALYSIS
The equations of motion of this system may be written using Lagrange's form of
D'Alembert's principle as developed by Kane in reference 5. With Fs and F_ defined
as the generalized active and generalized inertia forces, respectlvely, this prin-
clple (eq. 14) holds for a nonholonomlc system moving with n - m degrees of freedom
in an inertial reference frame.
F + F* = 0 (s = I, . .., n - m) (14)
S S
where n is the number of system-generalized coordinates (or generalized speeds) and
m is the number of nonholonomlc constraints.
For a rigid body, the generalized active force Fs is (ref. 5):
where _ and _ are, respectively, the external forces and torques applied to the body,
vs is the partial derivative of the velocity of the point of applicatio, of
with respect to generalized speed s = _/_Slo f point of application of _/3s,
and
is the partial derivative of the angular veloclt_ of the body to which T ia
_s applied with respect to generalized speed s = _Io f body to'which T is
lapplled .





v + • _ (16)S S S
i _ such that for the inertia force _*
where m is the mass of the rigid body, _* is the acceleration of the mass center
of the body, and for the inertial torque _*
• _* -I" _ + d " "= " • a))xa) (17)
-h we
where (_ and a are, respectively, the angular velocity and angular acceleration of
• the rigid body.




';.i_; where "_bl,_2, b3 are unit vectors along lines about which the ljk are taken.
:i_ Specifically, for the helicopter/slung load system with two rigid bodies
'_r B and E:
F,B FE=, F + F* = FB + + + F*E' = 0 (s - I, . .., n- m) (18)
:,_ h load
.-_, To further expand equation (18), consider that since the external forces applied
:! to B and E ._act at the center of mass of each body, the partial translational
:! velocities, vs, are taken at points B* and E*:
s s K s s s s/
hellcopter
+ _E N_E* _E S+E _,s _E* _,E _z• + • _ + • v + • _ =0
• s s s s_i ml i
load
o
(s = I, . .., n - m) (19)
FORMULATION OF EQUATIONS OF MOTION
Eleven generalized speeds (translatlonal and angular velocity components) have
been used to describe the motion of this system:






e #¢ - ¢(6,_,o,n,_,o) (5)
may b_ found, resulting In a system with ten degreee of freedom.
In thi_ derivation the system (although holonomlc) has boon treated as being
nonho]onomic, in which the (nonholonomic) constraint (eq. (5)) has b_,_n substituted
for _, prior to the kinematic analysis, To write the ten equations of motion
(eq. (19)), it is necessary to determine, for each rigid body, the angular and t,ans-
lattonal velocities, partial velocities, angular and tran_lational acceleratton_, and
! finally _he inertial forces and torques.
Nonholonomic Constraint Equation
e
To express _ in terms of the independent variables: _, _., fi, n, _,, and (,,
i consider the physical constraint that the forward cable, F, is a rigid link of len_,th
_'. This may be expressed mathematically by saying that the magnitude of the distance
between QI and Q is always _.':
-k t-db
Resolving the expression to reference frame B, and squaring each side of the equa-
tion gives:
a2 at2 2a 2aa' 2a' _,2
l-" --_. "F --i,.2 + I +-_ C_S n _.2 C C_ + _ (CuCkOoS n - sEsv - c_cncus_) = --f-_ (22)
7
Differentiating equation (22) and solving for 6 gives the necessary constraint
._. equation (ref. 6):
_, = z_ + z2_ + z3_ (23)
whe re
-2a + 2a'
-'F- c_cn -T- (cvc_.c_cn + c_s c s_)
Zl =-2aa' 2a'
- C_C S S )2 svc_ +-K- (s_c_c_sn + s_,% _,n _
2a 2a' c_s + s_cnc s_)-_-s_s +-7- (-%%sffn -
Z2 = ---2aa' 2a'
2 s c + + s_%
_, -i-- (s_%c_sn - c_cnsvs_)
2as' 2a' _ %cncvc .-)cyst., + _ (-cvs_c_s n _ . .,,.
-2as' 2a'
----_ s c +-_- + s_c v - c_cv r_ (svc_c _,s_ nsvs_ )




Hellcopter ralatlve to inertial apace- The angular velocity of the helicopter in
the inertial reference frame was given in equation (I).
Load relative to Ineltla] apace- Relative to the helicopter body frame, the
angular velocity of the lend was defined in equation (5) or, after substitution fr;r
the nonho]onomlc constralnt:
B-,E_," ;,-_+ (21_,+ Z_;,+ Z_,;)-_!,.+ _-;, (24)
N-_B
Since ,,, Is known, the angular velociLy c,f the lead relattw_ to inerLinl
space may be found;
N'_E N_B B-_E
_, = _, + ,, (25)
= pl+ (q+ 6)_+ r_+ (z_+ z2_+ 23o)_+ _ (26)
: and resolving to reference frame E with equations (A9), (AlO) and (All):
" N_E + %s r +s _ + _)_i+ {,.', _'_ = {creeP svq - r. v (s6s_ - c6ct.,sv)P + (c6cv)q
+ (s % + s_c_)r+ + (s6Z2)_+ +. _c6 (s6Zi)_ (c6cv s6Z3)°}e_.
,_ + {(%s_ + %s6sv)p + (-s6cv)q + (-s s_sv + c6%)r
,.-,_ + (c_Z_)_ + (c6Z2)_._ + (-s6% + c6Za)_)_ _ (27)
Translational Velocity
._ Helicopter mass center- Equation (2) defines the translational velocity of the
hellcopter mass center in the inertial reference frame•
Load mass center- Using the kinematic law which relates the translational veloc-
ities of two points on a rotating rigid body, expressions may be written for the
translational velocities, relative to reference frame N, of cable attachment points
Pt and P, and load mass center E*:
N-_B _B*--PI
N_P1 = N_B* + _ x p (28)
where _B*-.P_ is the position vector from B* to P_ = -a/2_ + R_
N_PI N_C= + _ x pPl-P (29)
-+
"_P1-P "+
where p = P.cs
N-_E -_P--E*
N_vE* - N_vP + _ x p (30)
7
O
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-*p-E _ _ _,
whore p _ (a'/2)e I + he_. Substituting expres_ion_ for N_PI and N_P into
equation (30) gives:
which, aftol expanding ero,qs products and collecting terms (appendix C), Riven equa-
tion (32) when expressed in the helicopter body reference frame:
(i,J,k) - L + + _crfn - T cv_¢ - har.a_v _ hc6ct q + _,.. - --2 _v + h_,c,, r
[ 11[_ (., 1,]+ ;cr.Crl + '_v + lm_c Zlctjl'l + _r.._ + - _-' s v + h_,;,.'\ Z_e i.
+ _- cyst, - lmr, sbs\, + hC6Cr, - _ sv , ,
+ hc6cts v - hs6s + + -R- _'.c_;cr +-_-c s + - p
(-" 0 ),--:.,_ + _ + _cfsn +-2 cvc_ + hc6s¢ + he s6s r + c v + hs_s\ Z_;I
{w(_.,,- + + 9_s_ +-_ sv - hs6c ' P + - _crs_, - _- cvcr,- hc6sr, ,;
,.,.).z,,+ s v + s v - _ - -_" cvc _ - hc s
N-_E_
Using the transformation matrix EB from equation (AI2), v may be expressed in
the load-fixed reference frame:
-* - N-*B*,-t 7
N_E*(_ 1,_2,e3) -- EB V t_,j,_) (33)
Load angle of attack and sideslip angle may then be defined:
PW _ )




Partlal Derivatives of Velocities
The partial derlvatlves of angular and translational velocities for the two rigid
bodies are given in equations (36)-(75),
_u " _ = 0 (36) = -- (46)u 3u
N_B_v" 0 (37) N_vB*-v_ (47)
_B. 0 (38) _s*. _ (48)% w
N-_B . _ (39) N_vB* - 0 (49)P P
N_s._ (40) _vs*. 0 (50)q q
N-_B = _ (41) N_vB*cor = 0 (51)r
N-_B N-_B*
_h = 0 (42) v.n ffi0 (52)
N-_B N Ä%- 0 (43) v_ * o (53)
N-_B N_*cob " 0 (44) = 0 (54)
N_B N_B*








N+L )_ +COp = (c c_ (S_S_ - C{sC_S )_a + (c_s_ + c_s_sv)_ 3 (59)
N+L "_ _ -_
coq- (%)e, + (c6cv)% + (-a6%)e3 (60)
N+L _ -_ -_
_r = (-c_s_)el + (s_c6s_ + s6c_)e2 + (-s_s{Ss_ + c_c_)e3 (6l)
N+L -_to. - (s_Zt)e + (%Zt)e _ (62)
9
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_ = (s_Z2)e 2 + (%Z2)e _ (63)
,.J_ " e I (64)
N_L _" -_ "_
,,,_= s eI + (c6% + s6Z3)e 2 + (-s6% + caZ_)e 3 (65)
N-_L_
v = "_ (66)
u
N-_L*
v ffi J (67)v
I_vL_ = _ (68) _i
W
.(_ ., (-.,N_L_p R - _c_c n +"_- c)s_ + hs s6s _ - hc6c + l_s_ +--_-s)- hs6c . (69)
N-_L* + _c a - hs sas _ + hcac [ + - gc_s c c_Vq _cn-T %s_ n-T
- hc6s_ - hc_s6s\)_ (70)
Vr = _s_ - _2 s_ + hs6 c, _ + _ + _C_Sn +T %cr, + hc6s_ + hc_s6s (71)
v_ = c_c n - %% - hs6%c Z + %
+ [-_C_Sn +(-_ s s - hs_%sr,)Z1]_ (72) "
v_, = -_s_s_.:i- s c - hs_%c Z _ + + c_ + hs_s Z
N-_L_







Helicopter relative to inertial space- To obtain a , the angular acceleratlcn
N_B
of rigid body B In reference frame N, _ is dlffcrentlated wlth respect to tlme b'.
0
NdN_B BdN=B B_d-'--_ " d_ + _ B (76)
N-_L
Load relative to inerclal space- In a similar manner, a is obtained by differ-
N_L
enttatton of _ :
0
=-- =-- + _/x _ (78)
dt dt _
Expanding the above gives equation (79), where the Zi are functions of £, a, and
a', and trigonometric functions of _, _, q, and v. (See appendix D for an explicit
definition of the ZI.)
N_E
a - (Z2_ + Z22p6 + Z23p_ + Z2_p% + Z2s_ + Z26q_ + Z2_q_ + Z2eq_ + Z29f + Z30r6
+ Z31r_ + Z32ro + Z330 + Zsk_o + Zss_o + Z3602 + Z37_}_ 1 + {Z38P + ZsgP_ _
+ Z_op_ + Z_p_ + Z_p_ + Z_ + Z_q_ + Z_sq_ + Z_eq% + Z_Tq_ + z_e_ + Z_r6
+ Z_or_+ z,_r_+ Z,_r6+ Z_,_+ Z_6_+ Z_a + Z_ + Z,__+ Z_oL_+ Z_,_
+ z_0_+ z_ + z_ + z_,_+ z_a_)_+ (z_,_+ z_p6+z_p_+ z_,p_
+ Ze_p_ + Z?0 _ + ZTtq6 + Z?2q_ + Z?sq6 + Z?_q_ + Z?sf + ZTerfl + Z?Tr_ + ZTer6
.2
+z_,r_+Z,o_+z,__+z,_+z,,_+z,_ _ +z,s_+z,_+z_o +z,_
+ Z,,_ + Zg0_ + Zg_a_}e_ (79)
Translational Acceleration
N+B*
Helicopter relative to inertial space- a , the translational acceleration of
--" N-_B*
B* in N, may be found by differentiating v with respect to time:
N-_B* Nd N_vB* Bd N_B* N_B H_vB*
a = _" " d-'[ v + × (80)
b Y+Z
XdY_Zldt denotes tlme differentiation In reference frame X, of _ .
II
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_n* . (_- rv+ qw)'_+ (_+ ru- pw)_"+ (_- qu+ pv)_ (81)
Load relative to inertial space- The acceleration of the load mass center may be
found by differentiating N_vE":
" d--t = _ N_E* + x (82)
Expanding equation (82) gives (83),
N-_L*
2 + Z97r2 + + Z99q _a = {_ - rv + qw + Z_24 + Zs3f + Zs_pq + Zgspr + Zssq Z_eq6
* ZzooqO + Zzotq_ + ZloRr6 + Ztosr_ + Ztobr% + Zzosr6 + Ztos_ + Zlov62 + Zloe_
+ Zzze _2 + Zzzg_}_ + {¢ + ru - pw + Zz201_ + Zz2z} + Zz22p q + Zz23qr + Zz2_p 2
+ Zz2sr2 + Zz26P_ + Zz27P_ + Z12ePO + Zz2_P_ + Zz_or_ + Zz_zr_ + Zz_2r6
+ z_r_ + z_,_+ z_,s_= + z_.h_+ z_,_+ zz,,_+ z_,,_+ z_,0_+ z,_
+ z_._ = + z_.,_ + z_._ + z_.s_ + z_._ _ + z_._}_ + {_ - qu+ pv + z_._
+ Z_ + ZzsoPr + Zzszqr + Zzs=p _ + Z_s_q _ + Zzs_p_ + Zzssp_ + Zzssp%
+ z_s_p_+ z s.q_+ z_s,q_+ z_,0q_+ z_q_ + zz_ + z_.__ + zz_,_
+ z_s_+ z_ _ + z_ + z_.%_+ z_,_+ z_0__ + z._68+ z_8
+ Zz_ + zt_2 + Zt_s6)k (83)
Inertia Forces
_,B and _,E, the inertia forces for the helicopter and load, respectlvely, can be
defined in the following equations:








Helicopter- The helicopter inertia dyadic, _B may be defined as follows:
$ s
. (fs- _s._z):f+ (]'.y)]"+ (_sz - :IB )_ (87)
since Bxy = By z - O. Also, t1_ _.ts formulation:
N
Bxz " - Z PiYiZi (88)
t-1
(ref. 5) which is the negative of the standard definition of a product of inertia.
The helicopter ineL'tla torque, _,B, is calculated as fellows:
+ x c89)
;_,e = (_Bx_ + exz_ + eyqr + ex.pq - Bzqr}_' + (-e,y_l- BxPr - Bxz(p2 - r2) + ezpr}_"
+ {Bxz_ - Bz_ + BxPq - Bypq - Bxzqr}_ (90)
Load-- The load inertia dyadic, _E is 8tven in equation (92):
" (eiEI -_sEIs)_ I + (e2E2)e 2 + (esE s -_E1a)e 3 (91)
and
_,E . (Z278_ + Z279p2 + Z2e0pq + Z2ezpr + Z2e2p_ + Z283p_ + Z2s_p_ + Z28sp_ + Z2s6 _
+ Z2s?q 2 + Z2eeqr + Z2eeq_ + Z2eoq_ _- Z291q_ + Z2e2q_ + Z2ea_ + Z29_r2 + Z29sr_
+ z296rL+ z2_?r_+ z2_r_ + z_L + Z_oo_a+ Z_o_2 + z_o_ + Z_o_ + Zebra
+ Z_os_ + Z_o_%_+ Z_o_ + Z_o_ + Z_oe[_ + Z_ob_ + z_a)e_ + {z_
+ Z_p 2 + Z_pq + Z_spr + Zs16p_ + Z_l?p4 + Zs_ep% + Z_gp_ + Z_20_ + Zs2_q2
r _ +Z st6+ Z_0r_+ Zs22qr + Zs2sq_ + Z_2_q_ + Z_2sq° + Zs26q6 + Zs2?_ + Za2e s2
+ z_:_, + z_r_ + z_ + z_,,6_+ z_s62+ z_ + z_?__ + z_, + z_
(Eq. (93) continued on p8. 14)
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+ Zs_sPq + Z_sPr + Zss0Pfi+ Zss_P_ + Zss2P6 ZsssP_ Zss_ + Z_ssq2 + Z_ssqr
+ Z3s_qfi+ Zssgq_ + Zsssq6 + Zss0q_ + Zssxt + Zs62r_ + Zss3r_ + Z3s_r_ + Zsssr6
_r_ _z + ' + " + Z .2+ Z_ + Zss_ + Zassfi_+ Z_sofi2 + ZsTo_ + Z_71 Zsv2_6 Z_s_ 3v_o
*i • • ee ._
+ Z3vso + Zsvs_ + Zs77_ + Zsv8_ + ZsTs_}es (93)Concluded
Equations of Motion
The _en equations of mo_ion may be written using Lagrange's form of D'Alembert's
principle, equation (14). Expanding equation (141 for this system gives equation (19),
where the ten generalized speeds were chosen as in equation (201. The flnal ten equa-
tions are given here, with the Zi defined in appendix D:
XB XE YE ZE
6 = (m + M) + (m + N) %%  (m+M) (s_s_ - c_c_%) + (m + H) (%s_ + c s6sv)
m
- gs0 + rv - qw (m + M) [Zs2q + Zss_ + Z_pq + Z_spr + Zssq_ + Zs_r_ + Z_aqfi I
+ z_0,_+ z0,_+ zzx0_+ zx_x_a+ zzx_a+ z_,_+ zx_a_ + z_s_8+ z_%_
+ Z_t_ +.Ztte_ 2 + Zx_,_] (94) I
YB XE _E ZE m
% = (m + (m +M) sv + (m +M) %% (m + M) s6cv + gco% - ru + pw (m + M) ':
• i,
[ZI20P + Z121_ + Zx22Pq + Zzz_qr + Z_2_p2 + Zx2sr2 + Z_2_P_ + ZI2_P_ + Zz2eP%
+ Zx_sP_ + Ztsor6 + Zlslr_ + Z132ra + Zlssr_ + Zls_ + Zt3s62 + Zlssn_ + Zx3v_
+ z_ _ + z_ + z_.0_a+ z_._+ z_.__ + z_._6_+ z_._ + z_s_6
+ zx,,_ + z_v_] (95)
14
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ZB XE YE ZE
" (m + M) (m + M) %s_ + (m + M) (s_%% + s6%) + (m + R) (-s_s_s + %c_)
+ qu - pv + gco% - (m + M) [ZI_aP + Z1_ + Z15oPr + Z151qr + ZIs2P2 + Z_s3q2
+ z_s_p_+ z_ssp_+ z_s_p_+ z_s7p_+ z_seq_+ z_sgq_+ z_6oq_+ z_q_ + z_s2_
+ z_6s_2+ z s_ + z_6s_+ _6s_2 + z_sT_ + z_s_ + z_o_ + z_o_ + z_
+ z_ + z_ + z_v._+ z_s_] (96)
Bx_ = LB + Bxz_ + (By - Bz)qr + Bxzpq + Zs82XE + ZsssYE + Zss_ZE + Zs8smg + Z_e6LE
+ ZseTME + ZassN E + Zsa9_ + Z390 _ + Zs91@ + Zs92rv + Zagaqw + Z39_ru + ZsgsPW
+ Z_96qu + Z_9?PV + Z_geP + Z399q + Zboor + Z_o_Pq + Z_o_Pr + Z_o_qr + Z_o_p _
+ Z_osq 2 + Z_06 r2 + Z_ovp_ + Z_oep _ + Z_osp_ + Z_top6 + Z_ttq_ + Z_t_q_
{
+z_6_+z _+ z _+ z s_ +z _+ z _ +z _+ z __ +Z_o_
+ Z_t_ + Z_2_2 (97) !
By_ =1% - BxPr - Bxz(p2 - r 2) + Bzpr + Z_3gX E + Z_oY E + Z_lZ E + Z_2mg + Z_sL E
+ Z_M E + Z_sN E + Z_6fi + Z_7_ + Z_e_ + Z_grv + Z_soqW + Z_s ru + Z_s_pw
+ Z_s3qu + Z_s_PV + Z_ssP + Z_s6_ + Z_s_ + Z_ssPq + Z_s_Pr + Z_6oqr + Z_p 2
+ z_2q_+ z_s_r_ + z_6_p_+ Z_ssp_+ z_p_ + z_sTp_+ z_6sq_+ z_s_q_
_ + z _+ z _ + z "_
+ Z oq_ + Z ?_q6 + Z ?2r_ + Z r_ + Z r_ + Z s _76 _ _e n
+z._+z_o_+z_+z_ _+z_+z _+ z _+ z __+z _
H
+ Z_e_ + Z_e_ (98)
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Bzr " NB + Bxz_ + (Bx - By)pq - Bxzqr + Z_9oX E + Z_91yE + Z_92ZE + Z_9_mg + Z_9_LE
+ Z_gsM E + Z_96N E + Z_97_ + Z_98v + Z_99w + ZsoorV + Zso2qW + Zso2ru + Z_o3PW
+ Zso_qu + ZsosPV + Zs06_ + Zs07_ + Zsosf + ZsogPq + Zs10Pr + Zsllqr + ZsI2p 2
+ Zs13q 2 + Zsl_r2 + ZslsP_ + Zs16P_ + Zsl?p_ ZsleP_ Zslgq_ Zs2oq_
+ Zs21q% + Z522q_ + Zs2sr_ + Zs2_r_ + Zs2sr_ + Zs26r_ + Zs2_ + Zs2s_ 2
+ zs_9_ + Zs3o_ + zss_ + zss2_ + zs33_2 + z_  zs_ + z_ + z_ _
+ zs3_ + zs3_ + Zs_o_2 (99)
Z5_?_ = Zs_eX E + Zs_gY E + ZssoZ E + Zsslmg + Zs52ME + Zss3N E + Zs5_ + Zsss¢ + Zss6_
+ Zs5_rv + Zsseqw + Zssgru + Zs60PW + Zs61qu + Zs_2PV + Zs6_P + Zs6_q
+ Zs6$r + Zs66Pq + Zs6?Pr + Zs6sqr + Zs69p 2 + Zs?o q2 + Z5_ 1 Zs72P_
+ Zs?3p_ + ZsT_p_ + Zs?sp_ + Zs?6q 6 + ZsT?q_ + ZsTeq_ + Zs79q_ + Zssoe6 :,
• • • ,o
+ Z589%2 + Z590_% + Z591_ + Z$920 + Z59_62 + Z59_66 + Z595_ + Z596_2 (IOO)
Z_O0_ = Z60_X E + Z602Y E + Z603Z E + Z60_mg + Z60sM E + Z606NE + Z607_ + Z60e_ + Z609w
+ Z6_orV + Ze_qw + Z612ru + Z61sPW + Zsl_qu + Z61sPV + Z61sP + Z61_q
r 2 + Z
+ Z61sr + Z619Pq + Z620Pr + Z621qr + Z622 p2 + Z62sq 2 + Z62 _ 62s p_
+ Z626P_ + Zs2?PO + Z628P_ + Z629q_ + Z6_oq_ + Z6_lqo + Zs32q_ + Z63_r_
+Z_,_r_ +Z_,sr_ +z,_r_ +z_ +Z63,6_ +z6_ _ +z o_ +z_6_
• ee




Zss_6 - Z65_XE + Z6ssY E + Z6_6Z E + Z657mg + Z6aaL E + Z6sg_ + Z660 _ + Z_61_ + Z6_2rv
Z663qw + Z66_ru + Z66sPW+ Z666qu + Z667PV + Z66eP + Z669q + Z670E + Z671Pq
+ Z672Pr + Z673qr + Z67_P2 + Zs75q 2 + Z676r 2 + Z677P_ + Z678P_ + Zs79p_
+ Z680P6 + Z6e_q_ + Z6e2q_ + Z6esq% + Zss_q_ + Zeesr_ + Z6e6r_ + ZeeTr6
• • • • ol
+ Zeeer_ * Zsegn + Zsgo_ 2 + Zsg_ +Z692_5 + Ze93n6 * Z69_ + Zegs_ 2 * Z6e_5
+ ZSs?_6 + Zsseo + Z699_2 + ZTo0O_ + Z70_2 (102)
Z7080 " ZT09X E + ZTloYE + ZTllZ E + ZT12mg + ZTI_L E + Z71_M E + ZT15N E + ZTlsu + ZTl?v
+ Z718@ + ZTlsrv + Z720qw + Z721ru + ZT_2PW + Z723qu + Z72_PV + Z72sP
 Z726q  Z727_  Z?2ePq+ Z?29Pr + Z7_oqr + ZT_zP 2 + Z732 q2 + Z?3_r 2
+ Z73kP_ + ZT_$P_  Z736PO Z?37P_+ Zv_eqn + Z?3sq_ + ZT_oq% + Z?_lq_
+z_r_+zT_r_+zT_r_+z r_ +z _+ z __ +z _ +z _




Using Lagrange's form of D'Alembert's principle, a mathematical representation
has been developed of a helicopter carrying an externally suspended load• Ten degrees
of freedom are necessary co represent the system's motion in an inertial reference
frame: six degrees of freedom for the helicopter rela¢ive to inertial space and four
degrees of freedom for the mo_ion of the load relative =o the helicopter.
. In this analysis, Che suspension cables have been considered to be massless,
rigid links. An extension of this work mlgh¢ be the development of a twelve-degree-
of-freedom model in which the suspension cables are permitted ¢o be slack or to have
elastic properties at approprla_e flight condiCions. This consideration would be






Helicopter B is oriented relative to N with three successive rotations through
, , k and _-, J', k' are fixed, these rotations can be shown Indlvldual]y in_ J
figures A1-A3 and represented in equations (AI)-(A4).
, I % % 0 "_
i_,._.-.,% oI_,? _,,
Figure AI.- Orientation
of reference frame B"
re]atlve to N.
,,,; fll o-: lfil"_, ," 0 1 (A2)Figure A2.- Orientation L_) so 0 csj




"_ o o i;
__ = 0 c_ s_ (A3)
-_ k
Figure A3.- Orientation -s_ c<l ,
of rcference frame B
relative to B',
Ii)r -"lfi7°I_%.0.°-%o°,,%.0.°-%o0,°o.,,,It._.r_.,,U L%"o%+'_,_# <%"e%%',)_°dUJ
Reference frame C, fixed in the aft cable, is located relative to B by two
successive rotations. These are illustrated in flsures A4 and A5 and in equa-
tions (AS)- (AT).
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eI "cn 0 -sq
c2 - 0 l (AS)
el "n 0
Figure A4.- Orientation
of reference frame C' '
relative to B.
_1, * 1 0 0 c s
"+!
c3 - c _ -s_ %
c3
Figure /LS.- Orientatiou
of reference frame C
relative to C',
cI cn 0
-_ = sna _ c_ cns (AT)
Rotations through three successive angles _, v, and 6 define the orientation of
reference frame E relatlve to B. This is shown In figures A6-A8 and in equa-
tions (AS)- (AI2).
ez 0 -s




Figure A6.- Orientation where r,_ o + OE.
of reference frame E'
relative to B.
"' L;'O % "'"*#a 0 "_t
e2
Fibre A7.- Orientation








of reference frame E
relative to E'.
cgcv sv "sgcv
,le2t = ',s_s6- c;sv%) cvc6 (s_s % + c_s6', (All)
C '
Led (scc6+ c_svs_) -cvs+ (-s%s_ + c _,
Llkewlse_ using the transformation matrix EB:
cgcv (sgs6 - cgsvc_) (sgc_ + ccsvs6




SOLUTION FOR NONHOLONOMICCONSTRAINT EQUATION
To solve for _ in te_ns of _, _., b, n, _, and o, express the forward cable as
a rigid l.lnk of length t'.
a7
l-.I + _.(_.nT- sF.3'+ _enl) + "' (%c_'_+ %3- %e_.)l " _,' (.21
, - a'%s_)_l- _' (.3)l(-a + _c_sn + a'%c_17 + (-_.sE;+ a %)_ + (_,c_cn
Squaring both sides yields:
. t
a2 + _n vr__2C2S2 + at2c2c 2 - 2aJ_c_sn - 2aa'%% + 2a'Jtc_crc_sn + Jtas_ " 2a _sfsv
, ,, -2 2 = _ (B4)
:-_I + a'2s_2 + _ C_Cn 2a'9"Cr, CnCvSr_ + a12c2s2vr. = _12
:_ - - - = _.,:z (SS)
i a2 + a,2 + _2 _ 2a_c_s n 2aa,cvc_ + 2a,_(cvc_c_e n s_s C_CnC_S _)
i_-i'i:_' __a2 __a'2 _2a _ 2aa' + 2a' . s_sv - = --- (B6)
_._ _ + _= + I - c_sn _= c c_ "T- (c_%%Sn C_CnCvS_) _m
:_._
" Differentiating with respect to time will give a nonholonomic constraint for _:
2a'
_(s_)_s n - 2aa---_[(-s )_cE + cva(-sE)] +-'_-- [_('sv)cEc_s n + c
'I_ -2..._aa_[ + c_cr 11 92 v (-s_)c_sn
_ +%%_(.,_)sn+%c_c_hcn- _c_%-s_% - _(-s_lcn%s_-c_(-sn)%s_I
. c_crO(.sv)sr, - c_cncv_Cr_ ] = 0 (B7)
• '!
i
I _ - Z_ + Z=_ + Z3a (B8)
whet e:
-2a 2a' (cvc.crcn_ + c_s c s_)c__.cn +--_" c_ ,, 6.n v,_, _ (S9)
Zt " -2aa' 2a' + s_c
_= %c_ +"T- (suc_%Sn - C_Cn%S_)
2.._as_sq + 2a.[ (-c..c.s_s - c_s v + S_CnC_S _)_ _ _'9 9 '_.... (BIO
Z2 = -2-aa' svc_ + 2a' (s c +
_ --C _c_sn s_c - c_cn%s_)
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2aa._....__W 2a° ..tee e el;)
_2 e _ +-¥- (-%a %m n





To calculate N_vE*, consider the relationships among the inertial velocities of
points P_, P, and E*:
_z* _e _z re-z* (3o)V " + x
and substitutin_ (el) and (C2) into (C3): !
N_z* _s* _s _s*-P_ _ _ + x (31)v - v + _Pt-P N_E _P-E*
where:
N_B*v- ul+ _,_+ _ (2)
R_ (cl)
N_c N_B B_C (C2)





N-_E N-_B B_E (25)
tO m to  to
,. -)..! *-k
. p_ + (q+ _)_+ _ + (z1_+ z2_+ z3o)es+ _e_ (2s)
- (p+ z_s_h+ z_s_+ z s_ + %c_)_+ (q+ _+ s_)_







= T ez + he_ (ca)
(-.'" cvc_ + hc6s_ + h%s_s _ + sv - hs6c + T c s_- hs a6su
+ hc_c)g (C9)
Expandingthe individualcross productsin equation (3])and collectln_terms given
l_vE*:
+ - +-
" _°CJ J !iN_C x _Pz-P [(P + cn_)_ + (q + _)_ + (r - s _)_] x [ - £s + _c_cn_] (C12) '
+ [-_sCp- _cCsnq- _cCsn_- _S_Cn_I_
(CI3)
N_E _P-E*
" * * -')'. r/ a !
(r+Zlc_,+Z2%¢+Z3%o-c s_>k, xt_T%% + hc_s_
a t a t .).
+ hc s s _ + s hs c ] + c s hs s s + hc c k
/- a_ atTcvs_- hs_s6s,_+hc6c¢lq+ (-'-_'sv+hs_c_,Ir
"_/ a t , a * ' a t
+ t- s + hs c Z c n + s + ha c c_Z2_ + c s
h a° " '
II ]/," a° a'
+( hcc)6r_  I,_-s hsc p+ c c hcs
_! % • a °
- hs'Sc"_'7er'Z_¢"+ II=_-I'/a'
+ _ hs c s Z rl+ s s hs c s Zl_Z _
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i+1' F.n \ v _ " " _IT
+ l_T,.. _ h r.; o v o ,. _, / a I
._ s +hs s s - hc c P + +-_-_,c_
+ hc s + hc s s r + T cv + hs_s_ Z_n + EcE _s
_ _ _ _ .,. If / a' hs_cl p-i-
+ (_- zc_sn- T %c_ - hc6s_
_ _





DEFINITION OF Zi PARAMETERS DEVELOPED IN DERIVATION
2a c_c + 2a'-T T (%c_%Cn + %sn%s-)
, ,ZI = 2aa' 2a'
_2 %% +T (%c_C_Sn + s_% - %CnSvS _)
2_ 2a' s_s - c s + s_c c s_)s_sn+T(-%c_ _._Z2 2aa' 2a'
_2 %% +T (sv%%Sn + s_% - %CnS s_)
2aa' 2a' - c_c c c_)
z3 = 2aa'
_2 %% + 2a'T (%%C_Sn + s_% - c_cn%s_)
2aa' 2a'
Z_ = _ s c +T (sv%c_sn + s_% - C_Cn%S _)
Zs = 2a %% + 2a'-T T (%c_c_% + %snc s_)
Z6 = 2a S_Sn + 2a'"T T (-%%s_sn - c_s + s_cn%s _)
2aa' 2a'
Z_ = _"--_cvs_+T (-%s_%Sn - C_CnCv%)
= I _ s_c n 4a' 4a' ) Zs ( 2a' + 2a'z_ z_ _ %c_s_% - T s_sn%s_ - _ -Tsv%s_s n T%Cv
. ).(_ . )+T s_cnsvs_ -_ %%c_cn +TC_Sn%S_
.(_ . . _z,(_ . )Z_o =_ --%%-TC_%%sn +TC_Cn%S -_ _s_c_c_c n +T%S_%S_
i _ 2a' 2a' ) Zs _ 2aa' 2a' 2a'z_ =_ T s c_c_% -TC_SnSvS_ -_ _ %c +T%CC_S - T s_s
2a'_C_Cn%S_)
'C"' "' 0_'_"' "'
2a'_ C_Cn%C_ - _ svc_%Cn +T%SnS s
Zls -_ (%s_S_Sn + s_cn%c_ -_L A2 %s_ +T (-%s_%% %CnS_C ¢)
-_ (-%%s_s n + %% + S_Cn%S_
ZI_ = Z,
zls =_ T c_sr,+-T" (-%c_%sn + s_sv + c_%%8_) -_ _ (_%%s_s n
+ %% + S_CnS_S_)]
z_6 =_ --_ (%%s_s n - %% - s_cn%s_ -_ -"-'£T--c_c_+T (c_%%sn
- s_s - %CnCvS_)]
ZI7 = Z2
_[ 2aa' 2a' _ Z, [ 2aa' 2a'Zzs = -_%s_ +T (%s_%Sn + c_cn%c _ -_ - _---y--ccg +---_--(%%c_s n
- s_% - c_cn%s_)]
1 [2aa' 2a' _ Z7 r2aa' 2a'z_9=_L--W-%C_+T(-%c_%sn +%cn%sc -_L _2 %s +T(-%sc%sn
- c_cn%%]
Z20 " Z3
Z21 = C C_
Z22 m -S C Z
Z23 = -scZ 2
Z2_ _ -S C Z - C s
Z25 mS
Z26 m C Z








Z31 _ s_s_Z 2
Z3_ _ c_Z I
Z3S = c Z
_z
Z_s = cvZ 3
Z37 _ i
Z_s = s6s _ - c6c_s_
Z39 = -c_c_c_Zt
Z_o = -%c_%Z2
Z_: = s6c _ + c6s_% - c6c_c_Z_




Z_7 = -s_c u




Zs_ = %c6s_ + s_c6c_Za _s_
Zs2 = -s s_s_ + c6c _
Z53 = s6(Z9 + Z2Ztt + ZtZts)
Zs_ = s6(Z_o + Z_Zxt)
+ ZtZts) - c_svZ t
ZSs = s6(ZIZtt + Zt2
Zss = s6Z_




Zss " s_(Zxs  ZsZx_+ Z2Z_e) " c6svZz
Zs_ " s6Z_v
Zeo = ss(Z_ + ZsZzs) " cssvZ3
Ze_ = s_Zzo + c6c_
Z62 = csZ _
Zes = c_Zz
Zs_ " c_Zs " s_c
Zes = cSs_ + c s_s_
Ze_ = c_sscvZ t
Zs? " c_s_c_Zz
Zea " c5c_ s_s6s_ + c_s6c_Z" 3






Zvs = -s_sss_ + c_c_
Zvs = -s_s6c_Zt
Z?_ = -s_s_c_Zz
Zvs = -s_ssc_Z_ " c s_s_ - c_s_
Z_ = -s c_s_ - s_c_
Zeo _ c_(Z_ + ZiZlt + ZIZI_)
Zs_ = c_(Z_o + Z_Z_)
ZB2 = c_(Z_Ztt + Zl2 + ZtZte) + s_s_Zt
Ze3 = csZt_
z s)Ze_ = c_(Zxs + Z2 z
29
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Zss = %(Zz_ + Z_Z_6 + Z2Zze) + %%Z_
Zs6 _ c6Z_
Ze_ " c6(Z19 + Z3Z_e) + s_suZ_
Zse = c6Z2o - s6c_
Z_ = -s_Z z
Z_o = -%Z 2
Zg_ = -s6Z 3 - c6c u
aI
Z92 = R + £c_cn --_- cvs _ - hs_s6s_ + hc6c_
at




= a _ _c_sn aZ96 _ _._-cv% - h%s_ - h%s_s
Z97 = Z96
Zge = -2_c_s n + (a's s_ - 2hs_sscv)Zt
Zs9 = -2_s_c n + (a's s¢ - 2hs sSc )Z_
Ztoo = -a'c c¢ - 2hc_sss u - 2h%s¢ + (a'svs_ - 2hsCs6c_)Z_
Z_ot = -2hs c_s - 2hs6c_
Z_o2 = (-a'c - 2hs6s_)Z t
Z_o3 = 2_.c_ + (-a'c - 2hs_su)Z_
Zlo_ = (-a'cu - 2hs6su)Z_
Z_os = 2hc5c _
a_
= a' _ _ _ _ a' - hs_%c )Z_
_,o_.__ +(_ _%% +h%%%)_z_o+z_,_+(-_-%% _'
_' )(z + z z + z z ) + 2(- -_-%%
Z_os = -2_s_c n + (- "2-%% + hs6%% z tt z _6
- hs_s c_ZtZ 2
a' hs6%%)Z
Z_o9 = -_,s_sn + (--2-%% + _ a' - hs_s %)Z_




_,_,. (.,%._- 2h._._%>z+_(-T%"_"' - h._%o_)%Z,+ ('T %°_+
(Z3Ztl + Zt2 + Z_Z_e)
a t a I
(Zz_ + Z3Z16 + Z2Z_8)
' a' hs_cvc)g2Z113 = - a--"%s_2- hs_%sv + h%c + (-Tsvc_ + o
a' a' _ hsdsvc_)Z__Zl1_ " -_-cvc _ - hc_s6% - hc_s_ + (at%s_ - 2hs_s_%)Z 3 + (-_-cvc _
a' - hcf%%) Z_Z,e )+ (-_- %s_ (zzg+
Ztls = 2hcvc_c_Z 1
Zzl 6 = 2hcvc¢c6Z 2 _;
Zlz7 = -2hs_%% - 2hs6c¢ + 2h%%ccZ a
Zll8 = -hs_c_ - hsvs_c_









Z128 : --Zlo 0
Z129 _ -ZI01
Z13. = 2£c_c + (-a's c_ + 2hc_s_c )Z 1
Z_ = -2_s_sn + (-a'%c_ + 2hs_%c_)Z 2
ZI_ 3 = 2Zll 9







ZI_ 2 = c 9
2h%svZ iZI_3 = 1
Zz_ = 2hc6suZ 2
Zz_s = 2hc6s_Z 3
Zz_7 = -hc6c _
Z1_9 = Z96
ZtSO = -Z96
ZtS 1 = -Z93
Z152 = -Z92
Z153 =-Z_2




Zzss = -2_c_cn + (a'svc_ - 2hc s_c )Z
Zts_ = 2_s_% + (a'%% - 2h%s_c )Z_







Z163 -_c_c n _ (--_- _ a_ - h_cM,_)(Zlo
+ Z3Z_t + ZIZ_8)
+ (9_svs _ - hs6%s_)(Zz,
Zt6e " (a'%% - 2hs6cvc_)Z 2 + (a'cvs _ 2hs6%s_)Z2Z_
+ Z2Zze + ZsZt6)
Z16, =-_cvc_ - hc6s_ -h%s6sv +(9_svs_ " hs6cvs_)Z,o
= a! 3 ('_
Z_7o T cvs_ - h%% + hs_s_s V + (a'svc _ - 2h%s_cv)Z + %s_ - h%%s_)
ZxTz = -2h%%s_Z z
Zt?_ = -2hc6cvs_Z_
ZtT_ = -2hc_cvs_Z _ - 2hc_c_sv + 2hs_s_
Z_7s = -hs_% - h%s_s
ZI?_ = cvc_E I + (-c_s_ - c_s_sv)Et3
Zt77 = svE 1 + s_cvEl_
Zt78 = -c_s_E x + (s_c6sV - c_c_)Els
+ - c_Zs)ElsZX?s = svE t (s_cV
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Figure I.- Configuration of helicopter/slung load system.
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Figure 4.- Angle convention for describing suspended load motion.
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